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UMI is a utility data informational platform designed to provide users  
with the ability to review and track their aggregate utility data in as 
granular or global a basis they desire, while assisting in the tracking  
and reduction of energy use. 

By monitoring each building’s specific utility data, setting custom alarms, and utilizing budget tools, UMI users  
have a better handle on their energy use and manage their consumption more efficiently.

We developed our Utility Management Interface Platform (UMI) to better engage with our customers and  
provide them with an effective tool to monitor their energy consumption. UMI is an important customer focused 
platform, which we provide free of charge to all clients. By the same token, we are confident that utility  
companies can benefit from UMI to engage their customers as well.

By custom branding UMI, utility companies can provide their customers with a user-friendly tool that can  
assist in controlling their energy use and spend. Not only will this aid in user efficiency, but increase customer 
engagement with their utility companies to more of a partnership and an advocacy relationship.

UMI: Your gateway to superior  
customer engagement

Utility Management Interface Platform (UMI)



A look at the UMI Dashboard  
concisely illustrates the aggregate  
data customers can manage. 

Customers can isolate incidences  
of energy inefficiencies.

Customers have the ability  
to review their utility data in  
15 minute intervals.

Here are some of UMI’s main highlights:

Customers can set budgets by account,  
building, complex, or utility type—in any 
order—and have UMI track the results.

Allow your customers to set alerts  
by usage or cost among their accounts, 
aggregate accounts, or by building  
or facility (multiple buildings).

The development continues with planned feature 

additions based on granular benchmarking, 

detailed analytics, future cost predictions and  

real-time data management. 

UMI coupled with UtiliFind (delivering revenue 

enhancement, bill validation and data integrity) can 

help utility companies engage and build greater 

trust with their customers. Let us show you how.
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The future of UMI


